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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The current business sales market is experiencing a
significant gap between supply and demand.
Demand data points, such as signed confidentiality
agreements by prospective buyers and website traffic
patterns, are showing a significant increase compared to
the same period last year.
Supply data points, such as new businesses listed for sale,
are showing material decreases both at a total market
level and ABC level. This is evidenced in this report by
the following tables and graphs.
The excess demand and reduced supply characteristics of
the current market have resulted in an elevated average
price for businesses as demonstrated by our data.

DEMAND DATA POINTS
Signed confidentiality agreements completed by potential
purchasers has increased 12% when comparing 2020 to 2019.
COVID-19’s negative impact on purchaser enquiry levels is
clear to see.
Under level 4 lockdown in April, there was a significant drop
off when uncertainty was at its highest. However, post April
enquiry levels accelerated to exceed the previous year and
this is driven by the three key demand factors at play:
• Returning expats
• Newly unemployed looking to business ownership to
replicate lost income
• Low interest rate environment

DEMAND OUTWEIGHS SUPPLY

MONTHLY WEBSITE
TRAFFIC - ABC WEBSITE
This chart shows the monthly website traffic to the ABC
website - a measure of people investigating business
ownership.
The six months from April 2020 (start of COVID-19), shows
a 22% increase in visitor traffic to our ABC Business Sales
website compared to last year.
The website averaged 20,644 visitors a month for the
last six months - up from 16,966 on same months last
year.

BUSINESSES LISTED
FOR SALE - TRADEME
This chart looks at the trend of businesses listed
for sale across New Zealand via Trademe. As you
can see, there is a negative trend which shows
a decline in businesses coming to market and
began to accelerate in April post COVID-19.
For the 12 months to October 2020, new listings
on Trademe have declined 19.5% (October 2019,
5,265 listings reducing to 4,236 as at October
2020)

NEW LISTINGS
ABC have experienced a 24% drop in new business
listings for the 12 months to October 2020.
In total we have had 732 new businesses listed for sale
for the twelve months to October 2020 vs 964 new
listings for the corresponding period last year.
The Auckland/Northland region (28%) and the South
Island region (25%) have experienced the biggest
declines.

ABC SALES VOLUMES PER LOCATION

As per the above graph, business sales volumes for 12 months to October 2020 are down 14%. This decline has a direct
correlation with the decline in new business listings coming to market over the same period. For the twelve months to October
2020, ABC sold 313 businesses vs 366 for the same period last year.

This chart clearly shows the impact COVID-19 has
had on business sale volumes; April/May 2020 are
76% lower than for the same period last year. The
chart also illustrates the bounce back in business
sales which started in June when the move back to
alert level one occurred. From July 2020 onwards,
business sales volume started exceeding the volume
for the same period last year which confirmed a
V-shape recovery for the industry.

COVID’s Impacts on Business Sales

Divisions

Oct-19

Oct-20

% Change

General Business Avge
Price

$628,491

$653,834

4%

Hospo Avge Price

$192,821

$196,635

2%

BUSINESS
PRICE TRENDS

Here’s what the table tells us:
Overall, the average price for SME businesses ($0-$5m) excluding hospitality have increased by 4% for the 12 months to October
2020. The average price for hospitality businesses ($0-$5m) has seen a 2% increase for the 12 months to October 2020.
The data set used for the average price calculations are all the transactions completed by the ABC Group in the $0-$5m price
range. It should be noted the ABC Group has approximately 35%-40% market share of this segment and hence this data is
regarded as accurate and meaningful.
The proportion of NZ businesses in the $0-$5m segment is approximately 89% of all businesses in New Zealand. As per Stats NZ
there are 189,384 entities that have 1 employee or more and 167,790 of these entities have between 1 - 19 employees; the majority
of the businesses with 1-19 employees would be valued between $0-$5m.

Segment

Oct-19

Oct-20

% Change

General Business Avge
Price (NZ)

$628,491

$653,834

4%

Average House Price (NZ)

$638,750

$725,000

14%

Segment

Oct-20

Avge Return

% Return

General Business Avge
Price (NZ)

$653,834

$214,723

33%

Average House Price (NZ)

$725,000

$36,250

5%

Residential Ownership vs
Business Ownership

The average house price is currently $725,000 and based on a 5% yield rate for an investment property that equates to a gross return before tax of $36,250.
The average business price is currently $653,834 and based on a market average multiplier of 3.05x the pre-tax yield equates to $214,723.
Clearly, there is a material difference in the annual yields, with business ownership returns being six times higher than residential property. This analysis
excludes any capital gains for each asset class. The pre-tax profit for business ownership is based on the company been fully managed with limited input from
the investor.
It needs to be acknowledged that business ownership has a higher risk profile than residential property but we don’t believe the risk premium for investing in a
business is anywhere close to six times higher than residential property.
Based on this data we expect business values to continue growing and more investors to realise this asset class can be extremely rewarding and lucrative.
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